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Dockets Management Staff (HFA-305)
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
5630 Fishers Lane, Rm. 1061
Rockville, MD 20852


The undersigned public health, medical, education, civil rights, and community organizations submit these comments in response to the Proposed Rule for a Tobacco Product Standard for Characterizing Flavors in Cigars, 87 Fed. Reg. 26,396 (May 4, 2022). These comments explain why the proposed rule is strongly supported by the scientific evidence and is “appropriate for the protection of the public health” under Section 907(a)(3)(A) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act) as amended by the Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control Act (Tobacco Control Act or TCA). Issuance of this rule in final form will have a substantial impact in preventing tobacco-caused mortality, avoiding suffering from tobacco addiction and disease, and reducing persistent and tragic health disparities in the U.S.
I. SUMMARY OF REASONS SUPPORTING A PRODUCT STANDARD PROHIBITING CHARACTERIZING FLAVORS IN CIGARS

• Cigar makers have radically transformed the cigar market since 2009, using flavored cigars to attract youth.
  o Flavored cigars have come to dominate the cigar market, with great appeal to youth.
  o The tobacco industry has deliberately developed and marketed flavored cigars to appeal to youth.
  o Youth usage of flavored cigars is significant.

• Cigar smoking is a significant public health concern, particularly for young people.
  o All cigars increase health risks.
  o Characterizing flavors in cigars create added risks.

• Flavored cigars disproportionately harm the health of Black Americans and other underserved populations.
  o The tobacco industry targets Black youth with cheap, flavored cigars.
  o Cigars have a disproportionate impact on underserved populations.

• Prohibiting flavored cigars will produce substantial public health benefits, including reducing health disparities.
  o Prohibiting flavored cigars will likely reduce cigar initiation, particularly among young people.
  o Prohibiting flavored cigars will likely cause significant numbers of people who currently smoke cigars to stop smoking.
  o Prohibiting flavored cigars will promote health equity.

• There is no public health rationale for continuing to permit characterizing flavors in any cigar, waterpipe, or pipe tobacco product.
  o The public health impact of the flavored cigar product standard would be enhanced if implemented alongside the product standard on menthol cigarettes.
  o Flavored waterpipe tobacco products attract young users.
  o Exempting flavored pipe tobacco could create a loophole for manufacturers to circumvent the product standard.
  o As FDA proposes, the rule should apply to all cigars.

---

1 We use the terms “flavored,” “characterizing flavor(s),” and “flavor(s)” interchangeably throughout this comment to mean characterizing flavors other than tobacco.
The substantial equivalence exemption pathway may be appropriate for certain unflavored cigars that come into compliance with the rule.

- Any risks of unintended and adverse consequences from prohibiting flavored cigars can be ameliorated and will not outweigh the public health benefits.
  - Prohibiting flavored cigars will not cause the emergence of an illicit market that will nullify the public health gains from such a policy.
  - Prohibiting flavored cigars will not increase the likelihood of police abuse in Black and other communities of color.

II. STATUTORY BACKGROUND FOR FDA CONSIDERATION OF A PRODUCT STANDARD PROHIBITING CHARACTERIZING FLAVORS IN CIGARS

In enacting the Tobacco Control Act, Congress recognized that successful efforts to reduce the toll of tobacco-related death and disease require comprehensive measures directed at curbing smoking by young people, calling the tobacco plague a “pediatric disease of considerable proportions,” and finding that “[v]irtually all new users of tobacco products are under the minimum legal age to purchase those products.” Past efforts, Congress found, “have failed adequately to curb tobacco use by adolescents,” thus making necessary “comprehensive restrictions on the sale, promotion and distribution of such products.”

As a key part of the TCA’s set of reforms directed at curbing youth smoking, Congress, in Section 907, prohibited the use of constituents or additives to impart any characterizing flavors in cigarettes, other than tobacco or menthol. In addition, Section 907 gives FDA broad authority to adopt additional tobacco product standards, upon a finding that such action “is appropriate for the protection of the public health.” In making such a finding, FDA is required to “consider scientific evidence concerning —

1. the risks and benefits to the population as a whole, including users and non-users of tobacco products, of the proposed standard;
2. the increased or decreased likelihood that existing users of tobacco products will stop using such products; and
3. the increased or decreased likelihood that those who do not use tobacco products will start using such products.”

---

2 Tobacco Control Act § 2(1), 123 Stat. at 1777.
3 Id. § 2(4).
4 Id. § 2(6).
6 Id. § 387g(a)(3)(A).
7 Id. § 387g(a)(3)(B)(i).
Thus, in considering a product standard prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars, FDA is required to make a population-wide assessment of the impact of such a product standard, including not only its impact on those who currently smoke (including whether it may make it less difficult for them to stop smoking), but also its impact on those who do not smoke (including whether such a product standard may reduce initiation of smoking).

In making this population-wide assessment of a proposed product standard, FDA is not required by the TCA to make conclusions with scientific certainty. Section 907 therefore speaks in terms of likelihoods, not certainties. Section 907 requires FDA to assess “the increased or decreased likelihood” that existing users of tobacco products will cease their use and “the increased or decreased likelihood” that non-users will initiate use (emphasis added) if the product standard under consideration is adopted. A “likelihood” would exist, for example, if it is more likely than not that adoption of a product standard prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars would reduce the number of people initiating smoking cigars or that it would increase the number of people who quit smoking cigars. The statute calls on FDA to make its best judgment, informed by the available science, as to the likely population-wide impact of a product standard prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars. Tobacco companies have insisted that FDA adopt a causal analysis for product standards similar to that used by the U.S. Surgeon General to determine the causal link between smoking and disease. But because Section 907 necessarily requires FDA to make a predictive judgment about the impact of a proposal on human behavior, such a causal analysis is completely inapplicable and there is no indication in the TCA that Congress intended such an analysis to govern FDA’s approach to product standards.

As is apparent from the Preamble to the proposed rule, and as argued below, the available science strongly establishes that the proposed flavored cigar product standard is appropriate for the protection of the public health.

---

8 That Congress intended FDA to have maximum discretion to impose product standards without a requirement of scientific certainty is further confirmed by the judicial review section of the TCA. Section 912 of the TCA expressly subjects regulations establishing product standards to the lenient standard for judicial review under the Administrative Procedure Act, which empowers courts to set aside agency actions found to be “arbitrary, capricious, and abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 21 U.S.C. §387l(a)(1)(A) and (b), incorporating by reference 5 U.S.C. §706(2)(A). In other analogous regulatory contexts, courts have interpreted this judicial review standard to allow broad agency discretion to act even in the face of scientific uncertainty. See, e.g., FCC v. Prometheus Radio Project, 141 S.Ct. 1150, 1160 (2021) (agency acted lawfully when it “made a reasonable predictive judgment based on the evidence it had” despite that evidence being “[f]ar from” perfect.); Indus. Union Dept., AFL-CIO v. American Petroleum Institute, 448 U.S. 607, 656 (1980) (agency was “not required to support its findings . . . with anything approaching scientific certainty.”); Coalition for Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. Environmental Protection Agency, 684 F.3d 102,120 (D.C. Cir. 2012) (per curiam) (courts “give an extreme degree of deference to the agency when it is evaluating scientific data within its technical expertise.” Given that the Clean Air Act is “designed to protect the public health,” “the existence of some uncertainty does not, without more, warrant invalidation of an endangerment finding.”)

III. CIGAR MAKERS HAVE RADICALLY TRANSFORMED THE CIGAR MARKET SINCE 2009, USING FLAVORED CIGARS TO ATTRACT YOUTH.

The cigar category has evolved dramatically over the past two decades, and today, cigars come in a wide variety of sizes, flavors, and price points. As a result, they appeal to a broader, more diverse market, including children.

Sales of cigars (i.e., large cigars, cigarillos, and small cigars) more than doubled between 2000 and 2020, from 6.2 billion cigars to 13.2 billion cigars; and this increase in cigar sales has come at a time when cigarette smoking has been declining. Much of the growth in cigar sales is attributable to smaller types of cigars, many of them flavored, that are especially appealing to youth.

Cigar manufacturers have known that flavors help mask the harshness of cigars, making the products easier to smoke, and intentionally designing flavored cigars to serve as “starter” products for youth and young adults. This strategy has worked—many youth use flavored cigars and prefer brands that come in a variety of flavors.

A. Flavored Cigars Have Come to Dominate the Cigar Market, with Great Appeal to Youth.

Over the past two decades, and particularly after the TCA’s 2009 prohibition on non-menthol characterizing flavors in cigarettes, there has been explosive growth in flavor options for cigars, such as candy, fruit, chocolate, and various other kid-appealing flavors. Nielsen convenience store market scanner data show that the share of flavored cigars rose from 45% in 2009 to 53.3% in 2020, while the share of non-flavored cigars declined. Among flavored cigars sold in these stores in 2020, the most popular flavors were sweet or candy (30.6%), fruit (29.5%), concept (21.4%), and wine (9.0%). Earlier data show that sales of flavored cigars in convenience stores increased by nearly 50% between 2008 and 2015, with the number of unique cigar flavor names more than doubling from 108 to 250 over the same time period.

A separate study looking across all Nielsen-tracked channels found that cigarillos make up the vast majority (94.2%) of cigar sales and drove the increase in cigar sales during 2016 to 2020. In this study, 48.3% of cigarillo sales were flavored and 48.5% of little cigars were flavored in the first half of 2020. These products can be priced as low as 3 or 4 for 99 cents, making them even more appealing to price-sensitive youth. They also typically are sold in shiny, 10 U.S. Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau (TTB), Tobacco Statistics. December 2000 & December 2020, https://www.ttb.gov/tobacco/tobacco-stats.shtml.
colorful packages that reinforce the appeal of fruit and candy flavors that appeal to kids. As FDA recognized, “Youth more commonly use cigarillos and little filtered cigars that are designed to be inhaled, which may increase their risk of poor health outcomes as well as addiction.” 87 Fed. Reg. 26,418.

We are pleased to see that FDA has proposed to include products that do not have explicit flavor names, also known as “concept” flavors. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,404. Research shows that the availability of these types of cigars sold in “concept” flavors has grown as the industry attempts to circumvent local and state sales restrictions on cigars with characterizing flavors by exploiting confusion about what qualifies or can be identified as flavored cigars. FDA should make it clear that the factors to be considered in determining whether a product has a characterizing flavor (at 26,437) do not require an explicit flavor name, although, under those factors, the use of such a name would be a flavor representation sufficient to establish that the product has a characterizing flavor. FDA also should make it clear that use of the term “sweet” in the labeling or advertising of a cigar is a flavor representation establishing that the product has a characterizing flavor.

**B. The Tobacco Industry Has Deliberately Developed and Marketed Flavored Cigars to Appeal to Youth.**

The tobacco industry continues to promote flavored cigars, despite knowing their appeal to youth. Historically, cigar manufacturers strategically added flavors to little cigars and cigarillos to cover up the harshness of the tobacco and make them more appealing to new, younger users. Cigarette companies also developed flavored little cigars that resembled cigarettes for similar reasons and to circumvent cigarette regulations.

Cigars are sold in a range of flavors attractive to youth. “Candy-flavored” is an appropriate descriptor of these flavored cigars, given an analysis showing that the same flavor chemicals used in sweet-flavored cigars of various sizes are also used in popular candy and drink products such as LifeSavers, Jolly Ranchers, and Kool-Aid. A systematic review of flavor preferences across all consumer products, spanning eight decades, concluded that, “Children have a strong, likely innate, preference for sweet tasting substances such as sugar and artificial sweeteners . . . Sweet tastes and sweet odours form a powerful sweet flavour mix that can be particularly attractive to children.”

---

There is no doubt that flavored cigars attract youth. Research demonstrates that flavors play a key role in attracting youth to start using tobacco products, including cigars. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,405. Flavors help to mask tobacco’s harshness and make cigars easier to smoke. 19 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,405. A 2012 Surgeon General Report concluded that, “Much of the growing popularity of small cigars . . . is among younger adult consumers (aged <30 years) and appears to be linked to the marketing of flavored tobacco products that, like cigarettes, might be expected to be attractive to youth.” 20

The cigar industry itself acknowledges that flavors attract new users. A tobacco industry trade publication stated, “While different cigars target a variety of markets, all flavored tobacco products tend to appeal primarily to younger consumers.” 21 The vice president of marketing for the international division of Swedish Match, which sells White Owl cigars and Game cigars in the U.S., stated, “It is mainly new recruits to cigar smoking who take to the new flavors, while long-time consumers still prefer the more traditional cigars.” 22 Industry insiders also recognize the use of flavors for inexperienced cigar smokers. The luxury lifestyle magazine, Cigar Aficionado, stated in an article, “More likely, flavored cigars serve as a bridge to premium cigars for the uninitiated, something to be smoked as an entryway into the world of cigar smoking. For the novice, a simple, sweet and easily identifiable flavor (honey or cherry, for example) is an easier step than moving into a box marked Cuban-seed Corojo.” 23

Tobacco companies also continue to introduce new cigars in kid-friendly flavors despite FDA’s stated intention to advance this rulemaking. Last year, public health groups brought to FDA’s attention White Owl cigars in flavors such as “Chocolate & Vanilla Swirl” and “Jamaican Me Happy” that were brought to market by Swedish Match North America long after August 8, 2016 without any indication that they had received marketing orders from FDA. 24 Other companies have also introduced new flavors such as ITG Brands’ Backwoods Banana, advertised as “the latest rare edition” in the February 2022 issue of Convenience Store News magazine, 25 and Swisher Sweet’s Purple Swish. 26

23 Savona, D, Cigars of a Different Flavor, CIGAR AFICIONADO, July/August 2005.
C. Youth Usage of Flavored Cigars is Significant.

Large numbers of youth are using cigars. In the United States, while cigarette smoking has declined rapidly, particularly in the last five years, cigar smoking has declined much more slowly. Currently, 380,000 middle and high school students use cigars. In 2021, 2.1% of high school students reported smoking cigars in the past 30 days. More high school boys smoke cigars (2.6%) than smoke cigarettes (2.0%). Each day, more than 1,400 kids under 18 years old try cigar smoking for the first time. Of particular concern, in 2021, 20.7% of current middle and high school students who smoked cigars smoked them on at least 20 of the preceding 30 days, which is considered frequent use and a sign that these youth users may be addicted.

Data from the 2018-2019 Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) study found that 60.4% of youth (12-17 years old) who have ever used cigars reported their first cigar was flavored. The 2016-2017 wave of the PATH study found that 56.8% of 12-17 year olds who had ever smoked cigarillos started with a flavored product. Data from the 2013-2014 PATH study found that 73.8% of youth who smoked cigars reported that they did so “because they come in flavors I like.” A higher proportion of youth and younger adults start using cigars with flavored versions compared to older adults.

Data from the 2021 National Youth Tobacco Survey (NYTS) show that 41.1% of high school students who smoke cigars and nearly 60% of middle school students who smoke cigars use flavored cigars, amounting to 160,000 youth. Flavored cigar use is high across the various cigar products: More than one-third (33.9%) of youth who smoke traditional cigars, 46.0% of youth who smoke cigarillos, and more than half (50.2%) of youth who smoke filtered cigars.

---

28 Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), HHS, “Table 4.9A – Past Year Initiation of Substance Use among Persons Aged 12 or Older Who Initiated Use Prior to Age 18, Prior to Age 21, and at Age 21 or Older: Numbers in Thousands, 2018 and 2019,” Results from the 2019 National Survey on Drug Use and Health: Detailed Tables, September 11, 2020. Cigars are defined as cigars, cigarillos or little cigars.
29 Gentzke, A, supra note 27.
30 FDA, Scientific Assessment of the Impact of Flavors in Cigar Products, at 6, 2022.
33 See also FDA, Scientific Assessment of the Impact of Flavors in Cigar Products, at 6, 2022.
reported using flavored versions.\textsuperscript{34} Among current youth users of flavored cigars, the most popular flavor is fruit (65\%).\textsuperscript{35}

Preference for sweet flavors is also inversely correlated with age. A national study found that 95\% of 12-17 year-olds who smoked cigars reported a usual brand that makes flavored cigars, compared with 63\% of cigar smokers aged 35 and older.\textsuperscript{36} Data from the 2013-2014 National Adult Tobacco Survey indicate that use of flavored cigars decreases with age. The rates of flavored cigar use among people who smoked cigars were 48.3\% among 18-24 year-olds, 41.0\% among 25-29 year-olds, 37.1\% among 30-44 year-olds, 28.8\% among 45-64 year-olds, and 17.8\% among those ages 65 and older.\textsuperscript{37}

The top five most popular cigar brands among 12-17 year-olds who have used cigars—Swisher Sweets, Black & Mild, Backwoods, White Owl, and Dutch Masters—all come in flavor varieties.\textsuperscript{38} For example, Black & Mild cigars come in flavors such as apple and cherry; Swisher Sweets’ wide flavor varieties include tropical fusion, sweet cream, chocolate, cherry dynamite, and banana smash, and White Owl has flavors such as mango, tropical twist, chocolate & vanilla swirl, and blue raspberry.

Cigars are disproportionately used by Black youth. Black high school students smoke cigars at higher rates compared to other races or ethnicities (4.4\% for Black vs. 2.1\% for white, non-Hispanic or 1.2\% for Hispanic high school students).\textsuperscript{39} A previous study using PATH data also showed that non-Hispanic Black youth were more likely to initiate cigarillo or little cigar use and transition to regular use at earlier ages compared to non-Hispanic white youth.\textsuperscript{40} Another study of youth and young adults found that non-Hispanic African Americans had a higher likelihood of progressing from experimentation to current and more frequent cigar use in a short period (within six months) compared to their white counterparts. This study also generally showed that among those who continued to use cigars, younger cigar smokers had a higher risk of becoming more frequent users within a short period.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{34} National Institute of Health & Food and Drug Administration, Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health, “Past 30-Day Use of Any Flavored Cigars Among Youth (aged 12-17), by Sociodemographics,” 2021, \url{https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/files/NAHDAP/pathstudy/Youth-30Day-Flavored-AnyCigar.pdf}.
\textsuperscript{35} Gentzke, A, \textit{supra} note 27.
\textsuperscript{39} Gentzke, A, \textit{supra} note 27.
There are also youth cigar use disparities by sexual identity and disability status. Data from the 2020 NYTS showed that nearly twice as many middle and high school youth who identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual (6%) used cigars compared to heterosexual youth (3.1%).\textsuperscript{42} Youth who identified as transgender used cigars at higher rates than those who did not. In particular, more than twice as many girls who identified in a sexual minority reported ever using or currently using (past 30 days) cigars compared to heterosexual girls.\textsuperscript{43} Research also indicates higher cigar use among youth reporting a disability, as well as an association between poor mental health status and greater odds of ever using cigars.\textsuperscript{44}

Given the data on brand preference, market sales, and the growth of flavored cigars with “concept” names that do not provide obvious descriptions of flavors, it is possible that survey data underestimate the prevalence of flavored cigar use. Youth may not recognize or report that they are using flavored cigars if the names are ambiguous and the flavor type is not easily identifiable. Between 2009 and 2020, the proportion of all flavored cigar sales comprised of “concept flavors” increased nearly 10-fold, making up 21.4% of all flavored cigars sold in convenience stores in 2020.\textsuperscript{45} Data from 2012 to 2016 show that the increase in these flavored products was greatest among cigarillos, among which the number of unique concept flavors more than doubled, from 17 to 46.\textsuperscript{46}

Adding to the concern is that many youth and young adults perceive cigars to be less harmful than other tobacco products. At least one national survey found that nearly one-third of youth (31.5%) believe cigars are less addictive than cigarettes, and youth who used these products were even more likely to report that they believed them to be less addictive than cigarettes.\textsuperscript{47} FDA previously raised this concern in the Deeming Rule extending FDA jurisdiction over cigars. In the proposed rule, the agency stated, “[R]esearch reflects that many people inaccurately think cigars . . . are safe alternatives to cigarettes. Indeed, research suggests that youth perceive cigars in a more positive light than cigarettes and believe cigars are more natural and less harmful, and some do not realize that cigars contain nicotine.”\textsuperscript{48} And in the final Deeming Rule FDA also found that, “Many consumers believe that noncigarette tobacco products, including cigars, are less harmful than cigarettes.”\textsuperscript{49} Flavors can factor into this misperception, with studies showing that younger people generally perceive flavored tobacco


\textsuperscript{44} FDA, \textit{Scientific Assessment of the Impact of Flavors in Cigar Products}, at 7-8, 2022.

\textsuperscript{45} Delnevo, CD, \textit{supra} note 11, at 2432; see Viola, AS, et al., “A cigar by any other name would taste as sweet,” \textit{Tobacco Control} 25(5):605-6, 2016.

\textsuperscript{46} Gammon, DG, \textit{supra} note 15, at 400.


\textsuperscript{49} 81 Fed. Reg. 28,974, 29,024 (May 10, 2016).
products as less harmful, and specifically believe that flavored cigars are less harmful and less addictive. Perceiving lower risk from flavors in cigars has been found to be associated with higher likelihood of using flavored cigars.

IV. CIGAR SMOKING IS A SIGNIFICANT PUBLIC HEALTH CONCERN, PARTICULARLY FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

We agree with the proposed rule and FDA’s Scientific Assessment, which comprehensively reviewed and summarized the evidence demonstrating the link between regular cigar use and increased health risks, including respiratory disease, cancer, heart disease, and addiction. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,418-23. As FDA has previously stated, “Cigars are associated with significant risk and provide no public health benefit.”

A. All Cigars Increase Health Risks.

All people who smoke cigars are exposed to dangerous levels of toxins and are at risk of addiction. Cigar smoke is composed of the same toxic and carcinogenic constituents found in cigarette smoke, including nicotine, carbon monoxide, NNAL (a tobacco-specific lung carcinogen), and heavy metals. Cigar smoking causes cancer of the oral cavity, larynx, esophagus, and lungs, and people who smoke cigars daily have an increased risk of heart disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and aortic aneurysm. While health risks may vary based on usage patterns, the level of risk is likely related to the level of exposure to the toxic constituents in the smoke, such as the frequency of use and whether or how much smoke is

---

inhaled. However, any cigar use increases health risks compared to those who do not use tobacco at all.\textsuperscript{57}

All cigars contain nicotine and can facilitate nicotine addiction.\textsuperscript{58} 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,407. Nicotine exposure during adolescence can affect brain development in various ways, including by priming the brain to addiction.\textsuperscript{59} Studies show that many exclusive cigar users report strong tobacco cravings or show signs of dependence.\textsuperscript{60} 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,407. FDA’s Scientific Assessment cites additional studies linking cigar use with nicotine dependence, including the 2010 Surgeon General’s report indicating that people who smoked cigars showed symptoms of nicotine dependence after limited exposure to nicotine during adolescence.\textsuperscript{61} This is particularly concerning given that one in five youth who smoke cigars report frequent cigar use.\textsuperscript{62}

Cigars, like cigarettes, also produce secondhand smoke with similar toxic constituents. The links between secondhand smoke exposure and health problems are well documented. The 2014 Surgeon General’s report concluded, “Exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke has been causally linked to cancer, respiratory, and cardiovascular diseases, and to adverse effects on the health of infants and children” and that secondhand smoke exposure increases the risk of stroke in people who do not smoke.\textsuperscript{63} FDA stated that the “evidence supports the conclusion that these data apply to secondhand cigar smoke, as well, and there is no basis to conclude that secondhand smoke from cigars is any less hazardous than secondhand smoke from cigarettes.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,421. A further concern is the disparate levels of exposure to secondhand smoke among more disproportionately affected or underserved populations: children, Black Americans, those living in poverty, those with less education, and those who live in rental housing have relatively higher exposure to secondhand smoke.\textsuperscript{64}


\textsuperscript{58} NCI, Cigars: Health Effects and Trends: Smoking and Tobacco Control Monograph No. 9, 1998.


\textsuperscript{62} Gentzke, A, \textit{supra} note 27.


In the proposed rule, FDA recognized the importance of addressing the serious health risks from cigar use:

Given the causal relationship between cigar smoking and all-cause mortality, it is critical that FDA propose action to decrease the appeal and ease of cigar use, making it less likely that youth and young adults will experiment with cigars or progress to regular use. FDA also expects that the proposed product standard, if finalized, will cause a large number of existing cigar smokers to cease combusted tobacco product use . . . and, therefore, be less likely to suffer the negative health consequences of cigar smoking.

87 Fed. Reg. at 26,419.

B. Characterizing Flavors in Cigars Create Added Risks.

As the proposed rule aptly summarized, characterizing flavors increase the harms of cigars. Research consistently shows that characterizing flavors raise the harms of cigars to non-users in three distinct ways: (1) enticing them to use the products, (2) masking the harshness of the tobacco, and (3) enhancing the addictiveness of nicotine. As detailed earlier in these comments and as thoroughly summarized in the proposed rule, survey data show that youth are drawn to and prefer flavored cigars. Previously confidential tobacco industry documents show that companies intentionally added flavors to make cigars more palatable to inexperienced young people.65

Flavors in cigars enhance the addictiveness of nicotine, not only by inducing experimentation and transitions to regular use of cigars, but also by activating the brain’s reward circuit and reinforcing nicotine’s effects. FDA’s analysis of the 2019-2020 NYTS data found an association between past 30-day use of flavored tobacco and increased odds of reporting strong cravings and desire to use tobacco within 30 minutes of waking—an indicator of addiction—compared to use of non-flavored tobacco products.66

Research demonstrates that those who initiate with flavored cigars are more likely to continue use and become regular, frequent users. An analysis of PATH study data found an association between the initial use of a flavored cigar product and daily or non-daily use of these products a year later among young adults and older adults (the sample was not large enough to evaluate the trend among youth).67 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,406.

Further, research indicates that the flavor chemicals themselves come with certain potential health risks. Beyond the 4,000 compounds found in tobacco smoke, 50 of which are

carcinogens, the added flavor chemicals increase the number of toxicants in the smoke. The proposed rule lists some toxicants found in cigar smoke due to flavor chemicals, along with potential health risks to users. See 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,417. In addition, one study found “measurable levels” of benzaldehyde in wild cherry-flavored cigar filler.

There can be no public health justification for leaving flavored cigars on the market when there is ample evidence that the products increase harm. As the proposed rule stated, “[F]lavored cigar use exposes users to more toxicants than are present in non-flavored cigars and there is no evidence that flavored cigars present any countervailing benefits to public health.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,424.

V. FLAVORED CIGARS DISPROPORTIONATELY HARM THE HEALTH OF BLACK AMERICANS AND OTHER UNDERSERVED POPULATIONS.

The disparate rates of cigar use among youth and adults from certain subgroups reflect decades of targeted industry marketing.

A. The Tobacco Industry Targets Black Youth with Cheap, Flavored Cigars.

The tobacco industry has a history, which continues to this day, of targeting Black communities with marketing for cheap, flavored cigars, with devastating health consequences for this community. FDA’s proposed rule and Scientific Assessment includes multiple sources indicating “flavored tobacco products in particular, have been disproportionately marketed to youth and young adults, racial and ethnic minority populations, and women,” a practice that FDA recognizes continues today. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,412-13. FDA also noted, “The differences found in exposure to flavored cigar marketing contribute to observed disparities in tobacco use and associated tobacco-related health disparities and health outcomes among vulnerable populations.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,413.

Cigar companies market their products using young and attractive Black models, social media influencers, and themes popular among Black youth. Studies show that music has been an important strategy used by cigar companies—a strategy also used by cigarette companies to market menthol cigarettes. Popular Black performers like Snoop Dogg and Jadakiss have been

spokespeople for cigar brands,\textsuperscript{72} and several cigar companies sponsor music events and programs to promote upcoming hip-hop artists.\textsuperscript{73}

Even an informal scan of the social media pages and websites of popular cigar brands show the close relationship between Black music artists and cigars. Cigar companies highlight their sponsored events on their social media accounts, and in some cases, the artists post about their performances on their own social media accounts, amplifying the exposure to followers who may not normally be exposed to cigar marketing. Most of the influencers used in some major cigar brands’ Instagram accounts are people of color, connected to the hip-hop music industry, and have a large following.\textsuperscript{74} Similarly, Tik Tok videos featuring Swisher Sweets were more likely to show younger, female, Black, and Asian individuals compared to videos of large cigars generally. These Tik Tok videos also serve to highlight celebrities’ promotion of cigar brands to a wider audience: one in ten Tik Tok videos with Swisher Sweets cigars played Cardi B’s “Swisher Sweets” audio.\textsuperscript{75} Cardi B has been associated with Swisher Sweets for many years, including receiving the brand’s “Spark Award” in 2019 and a pair of UGGS designed with the Swisher Sweets logo.\textsuperscript{76}

As with menthol cigarettes, years of research have documented greater cigar availability and more cigar marketing, including flavored cigars and price promotions, in Black neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{77} This easy and cheap access to flavored cigars only increases the opportunities to buy and use these products, while normalizing the pervasive presence of pro-cigar imagery.


\textsuperscript{74} Navarro, MA, supra note 73.


As mentioned earlier, Black youth use cigars at disproportionately higher rates compared to other races or ethnicities and were found to be more likely to initiate cigarillo or little cigar use, and to transition to regular use at earlier ages compared to non-Hispanic white youth. This disparity in use among youth is not surprising, as Black youth are often surrounded by cigar imagery. Black non-tobacco users are more than two times more likely to recall seeing ads for cigarillos and/or little cigars compared to non-Hispanic white persons.

Higher exposure to tobacco marketing and products at retail increase susceptibility to use among youth. Studies show that recall of cigar marketing at the point of sale, as well as more visits to corner stores, by youth are associated with greater susceptibility to use of cigars.

B. Cigars Have a Disproportionate Impact on Underserved Populations.

The proposed rule effectively describes how the disparities in cigar use, cessation success, and environment (through exposure to secondhand smoke) translate to unequal health outcomes. See 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,422-23

Research showing earlier age of cigar initiation, higher likelihood of using cigars (particularly cigarillos), poly-tobacco use, unchanged cigar smoking trends over time, and lower rates of discontinuing cigar use among non-Hispanic Black Americans compared to the non-Hispanic white population mean longer tobacco use and longer exposure to harmful tobacco constituents that increase the likelihood of developing tobacco-caused morbidity and mortality. Disproportionately higher exposure to secondhand smoke adds to these higher health risks.

Data from the 2018-2019 PATH study found the highest rates of flavored cigar use among non-Hispanic Black adult cigar smokers (47.9%), followed by Hispanic adults (40.6%) and non-Hispanic other or multi-race adults (33.9%). The rate for non-Hispanic white adult cigar
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smokers was 30.3%. Another recent analysis of 2018-2019 PATH data among a larger range of young adults (18-34 years old) found the highest rates of flavored cigar and blunt use among those who smoked cigars in the past 30-days and identified as Hispanic and multiracial/other race compared to those who identified as other races and ethnicities.

Other underserved populations, including lower income and homeless populations, show similar patterns of higher cigar use and disproportionately higher burdens from tobacco-related diseases and exposure to secondhand smoke. Data from the 2013-2014 PATH study found that adults living below the federal poverty line had significantly higher rates of using large (non-premium) cigars, cigarillos, and filtered cigars compared to higher income populations. A study of people experiencing homelessness in San Francisco, CA found that 74% of respondents who used alternative nicotine products also used cigars in the past 30 days, with more than half (55%) reporting using flavored cigars in the past 30 days.

As stated in the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the proposed rule, “Because cigar smoking exposes users to many of the same harmful constituents as cigarette smoking and is associated with many of the same health risks as cigarette smoking, disparities in cigar use contribute to tobacco-related health disparities observed in morbidity and mortality . . . for vulnerable populations.” These differential health impacts include higher death rates among Black Americans from tobacco-related cancers, heart disease, and strokes compared to other races and ethnicities.
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educational attainment or highest poverty have the highest tobacco-related cancer incidence and death rates as well as the slowest decline in incidence rates.93

Like cigarettes, cigars produce secondhand smoke, with larger cigars producing more smoke. Black Americans are disproportionately affected by exposure to secondhand smoke. Nearly half (48.0%) of Black individuals are still exposed to this preventable health hazard.94 Rates are even higher among youth. Among Black kids aged three to 11 years, two-thirds (66.2%) are exposed to secondhand smoke, compared to 38.1% of white kids of the same age.95 In 2017-2018, 44.6% of people living below the poverty level were exposed to secondhand smoke, compared to 21.3% of people living at or above the poverty level.96 The prevalence of secondhand smoke exposure in the home is also highest among lower-income adults and children.97

VI. PROHIBITING FLAVORED CIGARS WILL PRODUCE SUBSTANTIAL PUBLIC HEALTH BENEFITS, INCLUDING REDUCING HEALTH DISPARITIES.

In the proposed rule, FDA recognized the impact that cigars, including flavored cigars, have on health, and consequently, the health benefits that would accrue by implementing the proposed product standard:

Given th[e] causal relationship between cigar smoking and all-cause mortality, it is critical that FDA propose action to decrease the appeal and ease of cigar use, making it less likely that youth and young adults will experiment with cigars or progress to regular use. FDA also expects that the proposed product standard, if finalized, will cause a large number of existing cigar smokers to cease combusted tobacco product use . . . and, therefore, be less likely to suffer the negative health consequences of cigar smoking.

87 Fed. Reg. at 26,419.

96 Sha stri, SS, supra note 94, at 137.
A. **Prohibiting Flavored Cigars Will Likely Reduce Cigar Initiation, Particularly Among Young People.**

Data presented above and in the proposed rule clearly demonstrate that adding flavors to cigars entices youth, promotes experimentation and transition to regular use, and heightens risk of addiction. Thus, as detailed in the proposed rule, removing characterizing flavors from cigars would reduce the appeal of the products and consequently diminish the likelihood of experimentation and progression to regular use by non-users, particularly youth. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,424-26.

In the proposed rule and its Scientific Assessment, FDA also summarized the evidence from localities that implemented sales restrictions on flavored tobacco products. 98 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,425-26. As FDA noted, studies from Providence, RI, New York City, localities in Massachusetts, San Francisco, and Canada provide evidence that sales restrictions on flavored tobacco products reduce youth use of tobacco products, including flavored cigars. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,426. The demonstrated impact from these local policies indicates that a national product standard prohibiting flavored cigars would have a far greater impact on youth, particularly since it would avoid many of the implementation issues that localities have experienced, including the ability for youth to continue to access flavored products in neighboring localities that have not implemented flavored tobacco sales restrictions. For instance, the proposed rule stated, “[A] nationwide product standard would eliminate the manufacture of these products as well as the opportunity for youth to easily travel to neighboring jurisdictions that do not have a flavor prohibition or use online retailers to purchase flavored cigars.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,426.

As FDA stated in the proposed rule:

> Overall, FDA finds that evidence regarding the role of flavors in increasing appeal of cigars to youth and young adults, promoting progression to regular use, and increasing the addiction potential indicates that removing flavors from cigars would reduce initiation and use of such products, especially among youth and young adults. As a majority of adult regular tobacco users become dependent on or addicted to nicotine as youth and young adults, reducing initiation and use of cigar products in youth would reduce the likelihood that youth progress to nicotine dependence and regular use, as well as subsequent tobacco-related illness and death. Therefore, FDA anticipates that removing flavors from cigars would substantially reduce tobacco-related disease and death as a result of averted youth initiation.
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B. Prohibiting Flavored Cigars Will Likely Cause Significant Numbers of People Who Currently Smoke Cigars to Stop Smoking.

As indicated above and in the proposed rule, a significant number of people who smoke cigars identify flavors as a contributing factor for their cigar use. Removing flavors from cigars would make them less attractive, leading to less transition from experimenting with cigars to becoming regular users, and incentivizing those who prefer flavors to quit. Sales data from localities with sales restrictions on flavored tobacco products show declines not only in flavored cigar sales, but also in overall cigar sales following implementation. This data implies that not only were there reductions in flavored cigar use, but there was also minimal transition from flavored cigars to non-flavored cigars.99

In the proposed rule, FDA recognized that prohibiting flavored cigars would likely lead many people who currently smoke cigars to stop smoking:

FDA anticipates that the proposed standard would increase the likelihood that some existing flavored cigar smokers would find tobacco-flavored cigars unappealing and consequently stop smoking cigars altogether, yielding health benefits from smoking cessation. . . . Given the substantial proportion of existing cigar users using flavored cigars, the consistently high endorsement of characterizing flavors as a reason for use, empirical evidence of lower tobacco sales (as a proxy for consumption) following a flavored tobacco product restriction in multiple localities, and evidence suggesting decreased cigar use among adult consumers following implementation of flavor restrictions in two studied localities, FDA expects that the proposed standard would lead many flavored cigar smokers to reduce or stop using cigars.


Though some people who smoke flavored cigars may switch to non-flavored cigars or other tobacco products, experience from localities indicate that the switching rate is low. In fact, in reviewing the experiences with local policies restricting sales of flavored tobacco products in its Regulatory Impact Analysis, FDA stated, “these decreases in overall cigar sales indicate that consumers did not completely substitute non-flavored cigars for flavored cigars because of the restriction.”100

In addition, because this is a national regulation, consumers cannot simply cross borders to try to circumvent the policy—a fact noted by FDA in its Regulatory Impact Analysis. “FDA anticipates that this nationwide product standard would eliminate the opportunity for consumers
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to travel to local neighboring U.S.-based jurisdictions that do not have a flavor prohibition or use online retailers to purchase flavored cigars.”101

FDA estimates that 780 premature tobacco-related deaths will be avoided annually due to this product standard, with more than 25,000 deaths avoided over the next 40 years.102 In order to maximize these life-saving benefits, we support taking steps to enhance the cessation support available to people who smoke cigars, as set out in detail in the comments of various public health, medical, education, civil rights, and community organizations in response to the Proposed Rule for a Tobacco Product Standard for Menthol in Cigarettes, 87 Fed. Reg. 26,454, May 4, 2022, incorporated by reference herein.

FDA has proposed to adopt the statutory one-year implementation period, but has requested comment on whether a shorter period would be necessary for the protection of the public health. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,438. The one-year implementation period gives the agency ample time to work with other federal agencies and non-governmental organizations to plan how to assist people who smoke but would like to quit. In no event should FDA consider an implementation period of more than one year to accommodate industry concerns. Given that industry compliance is simply a matter of taking flavored cigars off the market, or no longer using flavoring additives in the manufacture of cigars, the statutory one-year period is more than sufficient to permit the industry to comply with the rule in an orderly fashion.

FDA also has asked for comment on whether it should provide for a “sell-off” period—for example, 30 days after the effective date of a final rule—for retailers to sell through their current inventory of flavored cigars. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,438. Given FDA’s proposed implementation period of one year prior to the effective date, retailers will be given sufficient time to plan for removal of flavored cigars from their inventory and to minimize any adverse financial impact of such removal. Therefore, there is no justification for an additional 30 days to continue to sell products that cause such substantial public health harm.

C. **Prohibiting Flavored Cigars Will Promote Health Equity.**

The disproportionate use of cigars among Black adults and youth, as well as the unequal health burden due to that cigar use makes this proposed rule even more urgent. As detailed above and in the proposed rule, cigar use among Black youth is much higher than cigar use among other race/ethnicities. Removing the flavors from cigars will make them less attractive to youth and reduce initiation.

FDA carefully evaluated the research in this area in recognition of the disparities in use and impact. It stated, “Considerations related to health equity helped inform FDA’s decision to

\[^{101}\text{Id. at 29.}\]
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prioritize this proposed product standard. In particular, FDA took into account the disproportionate toll flavored cigars have taken on certain population subgroups. We note that the expected health benefits of this proposed standard are expected to be greater in these subgroups than in the population more generally.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,403.

Given the evidence showing persistent unequal distribution and availability of flavored cigars in various neighborhoods, this product standard will remove these products across the board, even in places where the industry has tried to circumvent existing local laws. A recent study demonstrating noncompliance with New York City’s sales restriction on flavored tobacco products, including flavored cigars, specifically found higher noncompliance in neighborhoods with greater proportions of Black and Hispanic residents.103 Thus, the proposed product standard will advance health equity by eliminating the greater presence of these products in underserved communities.

Not only would removing flavored cigars from commerce reduce access, but it would also lead to reduced marketing for these products in neighborhoods targeted by the industry. A recent study comparing the availability of flavored tobacco products in California localities with sales restrictions to those without, found significant reductions in store availability of flavored little cigars, as well as significant reductions in the presence of exterior marketing for those products.104 Combining these findings with the industry’s targeted marketing of flavored cigars in underserved neighborhoods indicates that this proposed product standard would reduce not only the availability, but also the marketing of those products for populations most impacted by flavored cigars.

We agree with FDA’s assessment that, “Reducing the appeal and use of cigars by eliminating characterizing flavors (other than tobacco) also is expected to substantially decrease tobacco-related health disparities and to equitably promote health across population groups.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,400.

VII. THERE IS NO PUBLIC HEALTH RATIONALE FOR CONTINUING TO PERMIT CHARACTERIZING FLAVORS IN ANY CIGAR, WATERPIPE, OR PIPE TOBACCO PRODUCT.

Given the role flavors play in attracting young people to use tobacco products, there is no public health rationale for continuing to permit any characterizing flavors in any cigar,
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waterpipe, or pipe tobacco product. Thus it is important that this proposed rule be implemented with the same effective date as the rule prohibiting menthol cigarettes.

After the TCA prohibited non-menthol characterizing flavors in cigarettes, tobacco product manufacturers responded by introducing a host of kid-friendly flavors in other tobacco products. Youth usage of these products boomed even while the prevalence of cigarette smoking by young people fell. With respect to flavors in cigar, waterpipe, or pipe tobacco products, there is no reason for FDA to spend resources deciding which of the flavors or which category of tobacco products are the most egregious; none of them can possibly provide a net benefit to the public health. No such distinctions can justify the continued marketing of any flavored cigar, waterpipe, or pipe tobacco product because no such product can play a role in reducing smoking initiation or encouraging cessation.

A. The Public Health Impact of the Flavored Cigar Product Standard Would Be Enhanced if Implemented Alongside the Product Standard on Menthol Cigarettes.

Removing flavored cigars, including menthol cigars, from the market will have a significant public health impact. This impact will be enhanced if menthol cigarettes are removed from the market concurrently to minimize the risk that some people who formerly smoked flavored cigars will switch to those products. Studies show that consumers substitute\textsuperscript{105} cigarettes and cigars, particularly little or filtered cigars, and in some cases confuse products\textsuperscript{106} for each other. In addition, experience has shown that category-specific regulations create loopholes that manufacturers exploit to circumvent regulations.

Implementing both of these proposed rules will have a compound benefit for the most at-risk populations. Past actions by tobacco companies have shown that they are willing to cast a wide net to attract youth users of any tobacco product. In the 1970s, Reynolds American and American Tobacco tried to grow sales of menthol little cigars with targeted ads to the Black community, building on the popularity of menthol cigarettes among this group.\textsuperscript{107} In addition, survey data show racial disparities in connections between cigars and cigarettes among youth. A recent national longitudinal study found that between 2013 and 2018, “9.1\% of cigarette initiation among non-Hispanic black youth was attributable to cigar products.” According to the study’s authors, “decreasing cigar use among youth could prevent up to 4.6\% of cigarette initiation overall and 9.1\% among black youth specifically.”\textsuperscript{108} While this study was not specific

\textsuperscript{107} Kostygin, A, \textit{supra} note 16, at 74.
to flavored cigars, the most popular cigar brands among Black youth are those that offer a variety of flavors.  

The evidence shows that, when a specific type of flavored combustible product is prohibited, many younger consumers will switch to another combustible tobacco product that remains available in flavors. A 2017 study analyzed data from the 1999-2013 Youth Tobacco Surveys to look at the impact of the 2009 statutory prohibition of non-menthol characterizing flavors in cigarettes on youth tobacco use. It found that while cigarette use declined significantly after 2009, cigar and pipe tobacco use significantly increased. Similarly, a study from Ontario, Canada found that after its prohibition on menthol cigarettes, people who smoked menthol cigarettes daily or occasionally were more likely to use flavored cigars compared to people who smoked non-menthol cigarettes.

In the proposed rules, FDA has already described how menthol has been shown to independently increase the number of nicotinic receptors in the brain, which would allow for more nicotine to bind and, consequently, greater nicotine withdrawal symptoms and stronger signs of nicotine dependence. These findings only reinforce the need to ensure that people who smoke menthol cigars will not switch to menthol cigarettes in the absence of menthol cigars.

Manufacturers will manipulate their products to fit any loophole. As mentioned previously, we have already seen cigarettes become so-called little or filtered “large” cigars, and roll-your-own (RYO) tobacco become pipe tobacco in order to skirt more restrictive regulations.

**B. Flavored Waterpipe Tobacco Products Attract Young Users.**

Waterpipe tobacco products, also known as hookah, originated in Middle Eastern countries, but their use has rapidly increased in the U.S. Traditionally, raw tobacco was used in waterpipes, but in the 1990s, flavored waterpipe tobacco, or shisha, was introduced, leading to increased popularity among young people around the world. Now, the tobacco mixture used in waterpipes often has flavorings or sweeteners added to enhance the taste and aroma. In the U.S., many kid-friendly flavors are available, such as watermelon, tropical fruit, orange cream,
caramel, chocolate, tutti frutti, vanilla, and strawberry.¹¹³ The online retailer, Zahrah, lists the “Top 25 Shisha Flavors,” including:

- Al Fakher: Orange Mint, Two Apples, Blueberry with Mint;
- Trifecta: Peppermint Shake;
- Fumari: White Gummi Bear, Tropical Punch, Watermelon, Blueberry Muffin; and
- Starbuzz: Passion Fruit, Blue Mist.¹¹⁴

In 2021, 1.2% of high school students used waterpipe tobacco in the past 30 days. However, Black high schoolers reported a higher rate of waterpipe tobacco use (3.2%) compared to non-Hispanic white (0.8%) and Hispanic (1.3%) high school students. Among middle and high school students who currently used waterpipe tobacco, nearly 1 in 5 (19.9%) reported using it on 20 of the previous 30 days, which is considered frequent use and could be an indication of addiction.¹¹⁵

The appeal of flavored waterpipe tobacco contributes to its popularity among youth and young adults. The 2021 NYTS found that 46.6% of current high school waterpipe tobacco users reported using a flavored product in the last month. Fruit is the most popular flavor among youth who currently use flavored waterpipe tobacco.¹¹⁶ The 2013-2014 PATH study found that 88.7% of 12-17 year-olds who had ever smoked waterpipe tobacco used flavored waterpipe tobacco the first time they tried the product.¹¹⁷ According to the PATH study, use of flavored tobacco is higher for users of waterpipe tobacco than for any other tobacco product, and more than three-quarters (78.9%) of youth hookah users reported that they use waterpipe tobacco “because they come in flavors I like.”¹¹⁸

Youth and young adults also consistently underestimate the health risks of waterpipe tobacco. The 2013-2014 PATH study found that 60.6% of current youth waterpipe tobacco users use hookah because they think it might be less harmful than cigarettes.¹¹⁹ Studies also find that college students believe waterpipe tobacco use to be less harmful, less addictive, and more socially acceptable than cigarette smoking.¹²⁰ However, according to the CDC, using a waterpipe
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to smoke tobacco poses serious health risks to people who smoke and others exposed to the
smoke from the waterpipe tobacco. Because the flavors and the smoking technique create a
more soothing (“smooth”) experience, people who smoke waterpipe tobacco can inhale more
depthily and spend more time in a “waterpipe tobacco session,” which typically lasts for 40 to 45
minutes (three to four times longer than it takes to smoke a cigarette). While a typical cigarette
requires about 20 puffs, an hour-long waterpipe tobacco session may involve 100 to 200 puffs,
potentially exposing the user to more smoke over a greater period of time than what occurs when
smoking a regular cigarette. The World Health Organization (WHO) determined that
“waterpipe smoking results in significant exposure to all these compounds, and waterpipe
smokers have much greater exposure to CO [carbon monoxide], significantly greater exposure to
PAH, similar exposure to nicotine and significantly lower exposure to tobacco-specific
nitrosamines than cigarette smokers.”
A review of the evidence indicates that waterpipe
tobacco smoking is associated with nicotine dependence, including experiences of withdrawal
and difficulty quitting, at least among some users. The WHO indicated “[strong] support [for]
the possibility that waterpipe smoking serves as a gateway to cigarette smoking and suggest the
plausibility of the concept that more frequent (dependent) smokers are more likely to turn to
cigarettes.” As mentioned earlier, many youth are already using waterpipe tobacco
frequently.

FDA should include waterpipe tobacco with characterizing flavors in the final rule to
discourage youth from using these products.
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C. Exempting Flavored Pipe Tobacco Could Create a Loophole for Manufacturers to Circumvent the Product Standard.

Pipe tobacco is available in flavors, also known as aromatics, such as crème brulee and vanilla custard.\textsuperscript{128} Though youth use of pipe tobacco is currently low, trends in product preference can change, oftentimes due to manufacturers’ actions to avoid regulations. The increase in flavored cigars after the TCA’s prohibition on non-menthol characterizing flavors in cigarettes is a prime example. The tobacco industry has already demonstrated its willingness and ability to manipulate products to circumvent regulations by narrow product categories.

If FDA excludes pipe tobacco from the rules prohibiting all characterizing flavors, including menthol, in all combustible tobacco products, manufacturers could easily circumvent the prohibition by re-labeling RYO tobacco used for cigarettes and cigars as “pipe tobacco,” because a standard definition for pipe tobacco does not exist. In fact, many manufacturers have already re-labeled their products to avoid the higher federal excise tax rates on RYO tobacco compared to pipe tobacco.\textsuperscript{129} The Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau has tried to delineate between the two products for over 10 years, but it still has not issued any final rules to do so.\textsuperscript{130} Instead of trying to distinguish the products, the most efficient solution is to apply the prohibition on characterizing flavors broadly to close all loopholes, particularly ones we know have already been exploited, as demonstrated by warning letters to manufacturers selling RYO tobacco as “pipe tobacco” that FDA has issued. \textit{See} 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,435.

Youth do not draw strong distinctions between products and are willing to switch to or use multiple products. As mentioned earlier, a study looking at youth tobacco use after the TCA’s 2009 prohibition on non-menthol characterizing flavors in cigarettes found a significant increase in youth pipe tobacco and cigar use while cigarette use declined significantly.\textsuperscript{131} Furthermore, data from the 2021 NYTS show that 4.4% of high school students currently use any combustible tobacco product and 3.8% of high school students use two or more tobacco products. In addition, non-Hispanic Black students had the highest prevalence of any current combustible use compared to other race/ethnicities.\textsuperscript{132}
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If FDA does not include pipe tobacco in the final product standard, manufacturers will exploit the loophole. Loose tobacco products of any variety will be sold in flavors and improperly labeled as pipe tobacco. As the only remaining flavored combustible product on the market—provided that flavored waterpipe tobacco is included in the rule—youth would be incentivized to switch to flavored pipe tobacco products.

D. As FDA Proposes, the Final Rule Should Apply to All Cigars.

We support FDA’s proposal to apply this rule to all cigars. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,434. To the extent that products labeled as premium cigars do not have characterizing flavors, this rule will not apply to them. However, we caution FDA to continue to monitor the cigar market, as some companies may try to use the “premium” label to claim that they are not subject to this product standard.

It is critical that FDA apply this rule to all cigars. As the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine committee on premium cigars concluded:

Based on the extensive literature on the effects of flavors on cigars and other tobacco products, there is moderately suggestive evidence that adding characterizing flavors (that is, flavors added to the product that are not inherent to the tobacco itself) to premium cigars could result in a greater appeal to non-users and lead to more frequent use with potentially increased nicotine intake, increased addiction potential, and increased exposure to harmful and potentially harmful constituents present in premium cigar smoke” (emphasis in original).133

PATH data from 2018-2019 show that more than one-third of past 30-day youth users of “premium” cigar products reported using flavored traditional cigars. That includes 46.4% of non-Hispanic Black/other/multi-race youth and 62.3% of Hispanic youth (higher than non-Hispanic white youth, at 22.1%), and 43.0% of girls (a higher rate than boys, at 31.2%), who use traditional cigars.134 To achieve the maximum public health benefit from the flavored cigar product standard, it must apply to all cigars.

E. The Substantial Equivalence Exemption Pathway May Be Appropriate for Certain Unflavored Cigars that Come Into Compliance with the Rule.

FDA has also requested comments regarding how manufacturers who change their flavored cigars to comply with the rule may satisfy the premarket review requirements of the TCA. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,434. If a manufacturer only removes flavor additive(s) from a flavored cigar...
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cigar that, prior to the effective date of the rule, was a legally marketed tobacco product, then the substantial equivalence (SE) exemption pathway may be appropriate for the new unflavored cigar, provided that all other requirements of the SE exemption pathway are satisfied. It is imperative that FDA protect the public health by rigorously applying the statutory and regulatory requirements of the SE exemption pathway, including requiring manufacturers to provide detailed descriptions and explanations of the proposed modification, why such modification is minor, and why an SE report under section 905(j)(1) of the TCA is not necessary to ensure that marketing of the new tobacco product is appropriate for the protection of the public health.\textsuperscript{135} A “responsible official of the manufacturer” must also include a certification “summarizing the supporting evidence and providing the rationale for the official’s determination that the modification does not increase the tobacco product’s appeal to or use by minors, toxicity, addictiveness, or abuse liability,” which would necessarily include a certification that \textit{no other modifications were made to the predicate tobacco product}.\textsuperscript{136} Of course, in accordance with the statute, FDA must then make its own determination that any modification is, in fact, a minor modification to an additive,\textsuperscript{137} an SE report under section 905(j)(1) is not necessary to ensure that the marketing of the product is appropriate for the protection of the public health,\textsuperscript{138} and that an exemption is otherwise appropriate.\textsuperscript{139} However, if any of these conditions are not met, a manufacturer should be required to seek marketing authorization through a different pathway, such as the SE or premarket tobacco product application pathways, as mandated by the TCA.

\textbf{VIII. ANY RISKS OF UNINTENDED AND ADVERSE CONSEQUENCES FROM PROHIBITING FLAVORED CIGARS CAN BE AMELIORATED AND WILL NOT OUTWEIGHT THE PUBLIC HEALTH BENEFITS.}

\textbf{A. Prohibiting Flavored Cigars Will Not Cause the Emergence of an Illicit Market that Will Nullify the Public Health Gains From Such a Policy.}

FDA has requested comment on “whether and to what extent this proposed rule would result in an increase in illicit trade in flavored cigars and how any such increase could impact the marketplace or public health.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,432. While much of the discussion on the illicit tobacco market has been focused on cigarettes, these experiences are pertinent to the issues raised for the flavored cigars proposal, given the similar distribution channels. The tobacco industry historically has both contributed to the global illicit market in cigarettes\textsuperscript{140} and then argued that the possibility of an uncontrolled illicit market justifies opposing tobacco control strategies proven to reduce smoking prevalence and save lives—including higher cigarette taxes.
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stronger health warnings and stronger regulation. The industry invariably exaggerates the risk of an illegal market,\textsuperscript{141} including the fear of the unlikely scenario that the illicit market in the affected products would be so large as to completely undermine the public health benefits of the proposed tobacco control policy. For the reasons given below, the evidence does not support the conclusion that an illicit market would arise from the proposed rule that would come close to nullifying the public health gains from that rule. As the National Research Council and the Institute of Medicine found, “[T]he limited evidence now available suggests that if conventional cigarettes are modified by regulations, the demand for illicit versions of them is likely to be modest.”\textsuperscript{142}

The hypocritical argument that product standards should not be imposed at all because they will lead to illegal sales to buyers too young to purchase them legally ignores the reality that the tobacco industry has long marketed directly—and relied on illegal sales—to buyers too young to purchase its products legally. Yet no one could credibly argue that the prohibition on sales to youth should be repealed because it has led to illegal sales. One of the central purposes of the proposed rule prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars is to curtail use by and sales to youth, and thus reduce this illicit market. In this context, it is ironic that product standards are opposed with the argument that they would “create” illicit markets. In reality, given that most use starts in adolescence, today’s tobacco use rates are, in large measure, the product of an existing illicit market that makes tobacco products available to consumers too young to buy them legally. Prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars would sharply reduce this illicit market by making tobacco products less appealing to young people. Moreover, historically, those who have argued most vociferously against product standards because of concerns about illicit markets are the very companies whose conduct has been found to have created and sustained the illicit marketing of tobacco products to youth and who continue to derive their customer base from that market.\textsuperscript{143}

The industry’s arguments focus largely on the current illicit market consisting of the diversion of cigarettes from the legal to the illegal market, in the form of smuggling finished packs of legal cigarettes from low-tax states to high-tax states.\textsuperscript{144} The industry fails to account for the substantial, unique barriers to sustaining a robust underground market for flavored cigars that do not affect the current illegal market for cigarettes. For the reasons given below, there is a sound basis for FDA’s view that “while there may be potential countervailing effects that could
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diminish the expected population health benefits of the proposed standard, such effects would be minimal . . . and would not outweigh the potential benefits of the proposed product standard.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,432.

First, whereas interstate smuggling involves the diversion of finished products into the illegal market, a substantial illicit market in flavored cigars must involve the large-scale manufacturing of illegal products. The establishment of a clandestine manufacturing facility, involving multiple individuals and capable of producing and shipping a substantial number of flavored cigars—in violation of a host of federal laws—is highly implausible.

Second, in order for widespread marketing of flavored cigars to occur, the cigars must be readily identifiable as flavored from their packaging and promotion for consumers to know what they are buying. Put differently, the illegality of the cigars will be clear from the packaging and promotion of the cigars themselves. This is in stark contrast to current illicit cigarette markets, in which the illicit market functions to conceal the illegality of the product. Thus, cigarettes smuggled from low-tax to high-tax jurisdictions often have counterfeit tax stamps and thus are not immediately apparent as illegal; even counterfeit cigarettes are disguised as legitimate. Moreover, even if it were not clear from the packaging or promotion that cigars were flavored, the presence of characterizing flavors would be readily apparent to anyone inspecting or sampling them. Thus, the manufacture and sale of illicit flavored cigars is inherently difficult to conceal from the authorities.

Third, given the difficulties in conducting the clandestine manufacture, promotion and sale of significant numbers of illicit flavored cigars, there is every likelihood that federal enforcement will be sufficient to minimize the illegal market. Particularly relevant here is the conclusion of 23 state and territorial Attorneys General, the leading law enforcement officials in their jurisdictions, in comments filed in support of the Citizen Petition to Prohibit Menthol as a Characterizing Flavor in Cigarettes:

Federal enforcement ranges from U.S. Customs and Border Protection actions to prevent the importation of prohibited products, to Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau inspections of cigarette manufacturers and to the FDA’s own requirements that manufacturers report ingredients. Also, the FDA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance operates a nationwide tobacco retailer inspection and enforcement program, inspecting tens of thousands of stores every year. Thus, at all levels—manufacturing, importing and selling—there are nationwide programs that make it unlikely that an illicit trade in menthol cigarettes will emerge.145

These same enforcement capabilities would also minimize the emergence of an illicit market in flavored cigars.

Moreover, the experience of states and cities in increasing cigarette taxes itself undermines the industry’s assertion that a burgeoning illicit market in flavored cigarettes would undermine any public health gains from the proposed rule. Despite interstate smuggling of cigarettes, the general consensus of economic studies is that every 10% increase in the real price of cigarettes reduces overall cigarette consumption by approximately 3-5%, reduces the number of young adults who smoke by 3.5%, and reduces the number of kids who smoke by 6-7%.\textsuperscript{146} This is not to deny the existence of illicit markets that function to reduce the effectiveness of tax increases in reducing smoking. Rather, it is to establish that illicit markets do not come close to nullifying the effects of tax increases in reducing cigarette consumption. As CDC found, “Significant increases in state and local tobacco taxes generate reductions in tobacco use and raise tobacco tax revenues for the jurisdiction, despite the tax avoidance and evasion that results from significant tax and price differentials in the United States.”\textsuperscript{147} Ironically, the tobacco industry itself repeatedly has acknowledged that tax increases lead to reduced consumption of cigarettes. In the words of a Philip Morris executive, “A high cigarette price, more than any other cigarette attribute, has the most dramatic impact on the share of the quitting population . . . price, not tar level, is the main driving force for quitting.”\textsuperscript{148} In short, nothing in the history and economics of cigarette tax and price increases suggests that an illicit market in flavored cigars would be so substantial as to nullify the public health gains from the proposed rule.

The national experience with cigarette flavor prohibitions in the U.S. and Canada provides no support for the likelihood that the proposed rule would lead to a burgeoning illicit market in flavored cigars. In the U.S., there is no evidence that the Special Rule for Cigarettes in the Tobacco Control Act, prohibiting all flavors in cigarettes other than menthol, has led to an illicit market in flavored cigarettes. Indeed, in the Preamble to the proposed rule to prohibit menthol as a characterizing flavor in cigarettes, FDA cites studies showing that the Special Rule for Cigarettes was associated with a significant reduction in cigarette smoking for youth, \textit{See} 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,470, which would not be expected if youth were able to access illicit flavored cigarettes as substitutes for the legally prohibited products.

The Canadian experience with a national prohibition of menthol cigarettes further indicates the low likelihood that the rise of an illicit market in the U.S. will nullify the public health benefits of the proposed flavored cigar rule. Between May 2015 and July 2017, seven out
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of 10 Canadian provinces implemented menthol cigarette prohibitions, with a federal law disallowing menthol in cigarettes effective in October 2017. A study of illicit cigarette seizures in Nova Scotia (noted by FDA, see 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,432), which in 2015 became the first jurisdiction in the world to prohibit menthol cigarettes, found that the number of illegal cigarettes seized did not increase after the menthol prohibition was implemented, despite an intensification of enforcement efforts. Thus, the study found that “illicit cigarette sales in the province are similarly unlikely to be increasing.” A subsequent analysis of the pre- and post-prohibition behavior of Canadians who smoke (also noted by FDA in the Preamble to the proposed rule on menthol cigarettes, 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,484), showed that 19.5% of people who smoked menthol cigarettes reported still smoking menthol cigarettes after the prohibition. However, after removing incorrect reporting of post-prohibition menthol cigarettes, less than 10% of people who smoked menthol cigarettes (13 of 138) were smoking illicit menthol cigarettes and there was no statistically significant difference between the percentage of pre-prohibition menthol and non-menthol smokers who purchased cigarettes from illegal sources after the prohibition. Thus, the data suggest that the Canadian menthol cigarette prohibition has had a negligible effect on the illicit market, an experience that suggests a similar effect from a U.S. prohibition of characterizing flavors in cigars.

Of primary importance, as discussed previously, the data indicates that the Canadian menthol prohibition is having a significant positive impact on public health by causing people who smoke to stop smoking. After the prohibition, people who smoked menthol cigarettes were significantly more likely than people who smoked non-menthol cigarettes to have quit smoking for at least six months (12.1% vs. 5.9%). People who smoked menthol cigarettes daily (the group most likely to turn to illicit sources of menthol cigarettes) were significantly more likely than people who smoked non-menthol cigarettes daily to have quit for at least six months (12.7% vs. 5.2%). Thus, whatever illicit market has developed in Canada, the menthol prohibition is having its intended effect of causing people who smoke to stop smoking. Again, the Canadian menthol experience is instructive on the prospect of illicit trade arising from a U.S. prohibition of flavored cigars.

Furthermore, to the extent that greater enforcement tools are needed to prevent any increase in illicit trade, FDA should supply those tools by implementing the mandate in Section 920(b) of the TCA to adopt a “track and trace” system that should include a unique, counterfeit-
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proof identifier on every tobacco product and further require companies to maintain records that would make firms at every level of the supply chain accountable to ensure that each product gets to its lawful buyer. As noted above, illegal flavored cigar products will be inherently difficult to conceal from law enforcement. However, to the extent that their packaging, promotion and product characteristics do not themselves evidence their illegality, the absence of the legally-required identifier would do so.

It is noteworthy that the inclusion of Section 920(b) shows that Congress did not regard the threat of illegal markets as a justification for the failure to establish strict product standards. Rather, the statute explicitly requires FDA to protect against such a threat—whether real or posited by the tobacco industry as a pretext for opposing strong regulation. Several of the groups joining these Comments long ago filed a Citizen Petition calling on FDA to establish the required “track and trace” system. It is revealing that Altria, which has opposed a prohibition of menthol cigarettes in part because of the risk of an illicit market, filed an opposition to the Citizen Petition.

In summary, we fully support the conclusion of the Attorneys General in their comments filed in support of the menthol Citizen Petition and believe it is equally applicable to a product standard prohibiting characterizing flavors in cigars: “There is little reason to suggest that prohibiting menthol cigarettes will cause the emergence of an illicit market that will threaten the public health gains from prohibiting menthol cigarettes . . . . The FDA should not be swayed by the tobacco industry’s doomsday predictions of an increase in illegal trade.”

B. Prohibiting Flavored Cigars Will Not Increase the Likelihood of Police Abuse in Black and Other Underserved Communities.

FDA recognizes that concerns have been expressed that, given the disproportionate use of flavored cigars in the Black community, a prohibition of such products will exacerbate the problem of police abuse in that community by criminalizing the conduct of Black people who smoke. Thus, the agency has requested comments on “policy considerations related to potential racial or social justice implications of this rule,” including comments on “any potential for this proposed rule to result, directly or indirectly, in disparate impacts within particular underserved communities of vulnerable populations” and on “the existence, nature and degree of any change in police activity or community encounters with State or local law enforcement . . . following implementation of a prohibition of flavored cigars.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,435.

There is no question that police abuse of Black people and other communities of color is a matter of urgent national concern. However, the need for police reform is not a sound basis to
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oppose a product standard that will save many thousands of Black lives by preventing Black youth from beginning to smoke and helping Black adults to quit. We need not choose between protecting the health of Black people against the purveyors of deadly and addictive tobacco products and protecting their safety against police violence. Though made in reference to menthol cigarettes, the addictiveness and disproportionate marketing of flavored cigars makes this quote from Carol McGruder of the African American Tobacco Control Leadership Council equally relevant to this proposed rule: “...we’re not going to wait and let the biggest predator and profiler of our Black men and boys roam in our neighborhoods and addict another generation of our children while we get...police reform under control. We’re going to do both of those things simultaneously.”

Three states, and over 150 localities nationwide, have prohibited or restricted sales of most flavored cigars, and there are no indications that these laws have been enforced through abusive police tactics directed at Black Americans and other people of color. Moreover, nothing in the proposed rule itself will function to increase the risk of such police abuse. First, the rule does not criminalize the conduct of Black people who smoke. As FDA has made clear, “this regulation does not include a prohibition on individual consumer possession or use” and thus “FDA cannot and will not enforce against individual consumer possession or use of flavored cigars.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,435. Instead, the rule provides that “No person may manufacture, distribute, sell, or offer for distribution or sale” cigars with characterizing flavors or their components or parts. 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,450 (proposed 21 CFR 1166.1(b). Thus, “FDA’s enforcement...will only address manufacturers, distributors, wholesalers, importers, and retailers.” 87 Feb. Reg. at 26435. In addition, FDA has stated unequivocally that, “State and local law enforcement agencies do not independently enforce the FD&C Act. These entities do not and cannot take enforcement actions against any violation of chapter IX of the Act or this regulation on FDA’s behalf.” Id.

The proposed rules on menthol cigarettes and flavored cigars, therefore, will protect the health of Black Americans without increasing the risk of police harassment and abuse in the Black community. For this reason, organizations and individual leaders in the Black community, all intensely committed to ending police violence and other misconduct in that community, strongly support ending the manufacture, promotion and sale of menthol cigarettes and flavored cigars. For example, an overwhelming majority of the Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) voted for H.R. 2339, the “Protecting American Lungs and Reversing the Youth Epidemic Act of 2020,” legislation that would prohibit both menthol cigarettes and flavored cigars. Moreover, in April of last year, 34 CBC members sent a letter to HHS Secretary Becerra urging the
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Administration to “remove menthol cigarettes from the marketplace.”

On April 20 of this year, in a letter to the FDA, NAACP President and CEO Derrick Johnson called on the agency to move forward with this rulemaking, rejecting the message that prohibiting menthol cigarettes “would be discriminatory.” Instead, “The failure to prohibit the sale of menthol cigarettes and products would be discriminatory and counter the goal and function of the FDA to protect and promote public health for all, including the African American community.”

In April of last year, ten Black civil rights, medical, and public health organizations, including the NAACP, wrote to HHS Secretary Becerra urging him to support commencement of this rulemaking because “further delays will cost Black/African American lives.” The letter directly addresses the argument that the enforcement burden of the rule will fall disproportionately on the Black community:

The tobacco industry’s spokespeople have attempted to stoke fears that prohibiting menthol cigarettes is discriminatory, but this could not be further from the truth. The industry has mischaracterized a prohibition on menthol cigarettes as criminalizing Black/African American smokers when the tobacco industry is directly responsible for this disparity in menthol use. Therein lies the true injustice. There are undoubtedly racial injustices in our criminal justice system, but FDA’s rulemaking process should clarify that just as it enforces other tobacco regulations, a prohibition of menthol cigarettes will focus enforcement efforts on manufacturers and retailers, not individual consumers.

Again, while more directly referencing menthol cigarettes, given the similar health risks and marketing tactics used by the industry to target Black Americans, these actions and statements are applicable to the proposed rule on flavored cigars as well. As noted above, the proposed rule makes it clear that, as with other tobacco regulations, enforcement will necessarily be directed at commercial entities, not individuals.

U.S. Rep. Karen Bass (D-CA) has made the case against allowing the tobacco companies to exploit legitimate concerns about police abuse to oppose life-saving action to end the suffering, disease, and death inflicted by menthol cigarettes on the Black community in words equally applicable to flavored cigars:

Recent incidents of police brutality against Black Americans have forced our nation to confront racism and injustice in its many forms. As we continue to protect Black lives, we must put an end to one of the most pernicious destroyers...
of Black health and lives: deadly menthol cigarettes and the tobacco industry’s
decades-long targeted marketing to our kids and communities.\textsuperscript{163}

We urge FDA to heed the wisdom of these words. It is difficult to imagine an action FDA could
take that would more directly and substantially advance the goals of decreasing existing tobacco-
related health disparities than the adoption of the proposed rules on menthol cigarettes and
flavored cigars. The agency must not allow this historic opportunity to advance health equity to
pass without final action to issue and implement this rule.

IX. OTHER IMPACTS OF THE PROPOSED RULE

A. Impact on Small Business Entities

Although the Regulatory Flexibility Act requires FDA to analyze regulatory options that
would minimize any significant impact of a rule on small entities, there is no requirement that
the impact on small entities be reduced at a cost to public health. FDA’s analysis of the impact of
the proposed rule on small entities includes several observations of particular importance.

At the manufacturing level, FDA determined that 31 of 57 domestic cigar companies
manufacture flavored cigars, with five of those companies only making flavored cigars, and
therefore would be impacted by this rule. Twenty-seven companies are considered small
manufacturers under the Small Business Administration’s definition.\textsuperscript{164} However, only four
companies account for the vast majority—91.8%—of flavored cigar sold in the U.S. and almost
all of the revenue (88.3%) generated by those sales.\textsuperscript{165}

FDA suggests extending the effective date of the rule from one to two years in order to
reduce the impact of the rule on small manufacturers, because a longer date could slightly reduce
costs by allowing entities more time to change their production methods to conform with the
product standard.\textsuperscript{166} However, that option should be rejected as undermining the public health
goals of the rule. As to extending the effective date, as FDA states, “Additional delay, past 1
year, would only increase the numbers of youth and young adults who experiment with and
become regular smokers after experimenting with flavored cigars, would delay cessation by
current smokers, and would exacerbate tobacco-related health disparities.” 87 Fed. Reg. at
26,438.

B. Impact on Retailers

Tobacco retailers will argue that prohibiting flavored cigars will hurt their business
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because these products are a significant part of their sales. However, when looking at actual sales data and the larger context of consumer behavior, this product standard will have limited impact on their sales.

First, though the vast majority of cigars affected by this product standard are sold in convenience stores\textsuperscript{167} and flavored cigars make up a majority of the cigars sold in convenience stores,\textsuperscript{168} cigars as a whole make up only about 5\% of their overall tobacco sales,\textsuperscript{169} and tobacco sales are only about a third of total product sales.\textsuperscript{170} Taken together, this means that flavored cigar sales make up less than 1\% of convenience stores’ dollar sales.

Second, FDA reasonably recognizes that the money that consumers have been spending on flavored cigars will not be entirely lost by retailers. The Regulatory Impact Analysis notes that “lost revenue could in part be offset with revenue from whatever the consumer purchases with money previously spent on flavored cigars.”\textsuperscript{171} It also states, “[a]s consumers use money they were previously spending on flavored cigars on other products, including non-tobacco products, some retailers may see a reduction in sales while others experience an increase in sales.”\textsuperscript{172}

C. Impact on Tobacco Farming and Manufacturing

As summarized in the Regulatory Impact Analysis, by any measure the role of tobacco farming in the nation’s economy has been shrinking steadily and significantly. In the meantime, tobacco growers have been able to shift to growing other crops in response to these trends. FDA concludes, “Given that cigar type tobacco is a small portion of overall leaf tobacco production, we do not predict that the proposed rule will have a substantial impact on tobacco farmers.”\textsuperscript{173}

Over the past five years, tobacco leaf production in the United States has decreased 40\%, from 630 million pounds in 2016 to about 390 million pounds in 2020.\textsuperscript{174} FDA reported that in 2020, tobacco grown for use in cigars is less than 1\% of overall tobacco production in the U.S.\textsuperscript{175}

Farmers have turned to other crops to replace tobacco. FDA’s Regulatory Impact Analysis of the proposed product standard for menthol in cigarettes noted that some tobacco
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farmers are growing hemp. In 2013, tobacco farmers in Virginia turned to chickpeas in response to reduced tobacco consumption and increased interest in hummus. A series of news articles on tobacco farming in North Carolina described growers’ transitions away from tobacco due to various reasons including higher costs and trade issues resulting from the Trump Administration’s tariffs on imported products from China. One featured long-time grower said that he was switching to soybeans, corn, and wheat, and another said this may be his last year growing tobacco.

The decline in tobacco farming has been matched by a decline in tobacco manufacturing jobs. Those declines are entirely due to tobacco companies shutting down or moving factories, or otherwise restructuring. For instance, the Winston-Salem Journal reported that Reynolds American cut more than 10% of its employees, or more than 500 jobs, from 2020 to 2021, though not all of those jobs are in manufacturing. Between 1997 and 2020, overall tobacco manufacturing jobs declined by 68.2%; in 2020 those jobs made up less than 0.1% of all manufacturing jobs in the United States, and even in the two states with the most tobacco manufacturing (North Carolina & Virginia), related employment makes up less than 2% of all state manufacturing jobs, and even smaller fractions of total employment.

Thus, the proposed rule will make a small contribution to the continued decline in the importance of tobacco to the economy, but with significant public health benefits.

X. EFFECT OF THE RULE ON STATE AND LOCAL LAWS

As FDA observed, Section 916 of the TCA “broadly preserves the authority of states and localities to protect the public against the harms of tobacco use.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,440. Federal courts consistently have upheld local prohibitions on the sale of flavored tobacco products against industry lawsuits alleging that they are preempted by federal law. Thus, although Section 916(a) of the FD&C Act gives the FDA exclusive authority to issue product standards limiting the additives and other constituents that manufacturers may use in producing tobacco
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products, it preserves to states and localities the authority to restrict, or prohibit, the sale of those products within their jurisdictions. It thereby gives states and localities authority to protect the health of their residents against tobacco products, even though FDA has permitted their introduction into the stream of commerce. FDA concluded that “[s]tate and local prohibitions on the sale and distribution of flavored tobacco products, including flavored cigars, would not be preempted by this rule, if finalized, because such prohibitions would be preserved by section 916(a)(1) of the FD&C Act or, as applicable, excepted from express preemption by section 916(a)(2)(B) of the FD&C Act.” 87 Fed. Reg. at 26,440. This conclusion is entirely consistent with the applicable case law.

XI. CONCLUSION: A PRODUCT STANDARD PROHIBITING CHARACTERIZING FLAVORS IN CIGARS MEETS THE STATUTORY PUBLIC HEALTH STANDARD.

The proposed flavored cigar product standard meets the statutory standard of being “appropriate for the protection of the public health,” considering the risks and benefits to the population as a whole, including users and non-users of tobacco products.

As to non-users of tobacco products, the proposed standard will significantly reduce youth smoking initiation and progression to regular use. For users of tobacco products, the proposed standard will substantially increase smoking cessation because people who smoke flavored cigars are likely to find unflavored cigars unappealing. The proposed rule will yield especially significant benefits for the Black community, which has borne a disproportionate burden of disease and mortality from flavored cigars, due to the industry’s targeted marketing and promotion of flavored cigars directed at Black youth and Black people who smoke. The rule also will produce particularly significant benefits for other vulnerable groups that now experience a disproportionate burden of cigar use. The proposed rule would therefore reduce long-entrenched health disparities and lead to greater equity in health outcomes. Extending the rule to all combustible tobacco products will enhance these important public health benefits.

FDA’s public health mission requires it to finalize the proposed rule to permit its life-saving benefits to be realized as quickly as possible.

Respectfully submitted,
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